
MEMO* Wackenhut

To: All WNS Security Force Personnel Date: September 18, 2007

From: Eric F. Wilson - WNS President Div: Nuclear Services

Subject: Fitness For Duty & Fatigue

As a nuclear Security Officer, one of the most basic tenets of our profession is to remain alert at
all times to ensure that the health and safety of the station and the general public is maintained.
Each of us is responsible to ensure that we report fit for duty and that we do not put ourselves into
compromising positions, which jeopardize our ability to remain attentive to duty. Here are some
recommendations to assist you in remaining attentive to duty:

* Get at least 8 hours of rest prior to reporting to shift.
o Inform your Supervisor at the beginning of shift if you are not fully rested or otherwise alert

to your impending duties.
o Contact Supervision immediately any time you begin to feel fatigued or unable to perform

your assigned duties.
o Maintain your same sleep patterns, even on your scheduled days off. One of the most

common mistakes made by "night shift" personnel is to try to take on a "day shift" person's
sleep and activity schedule on their days off.

o Inform your Supervisor if you are taking any medications (prescription or over-the-counter)
or if you are pre-occupied by personal issues, which may impact your ability to remain alert.

e Do not allow yourself to get into a reclined or relaxed position.
o When posted at static positions, get up and walk around for 2-3 minutes every 15 minutes.

Supervisors play a crucial role in ensuring that their Officers remain fit for duty. Supervisors
should increase the periodicity of post inspections, radio checks, and field observations whenever
possible. When doing post inspections, Supervisors shoLild also identify, and correct, those "At
Risk" behaviors that are exhibited when Security Officers allow themselves to become too relaxed
while on-post.

I would also like to remind all security personnel that there is no shame or penalty in self-reporting
fatigue or fitness for duty issues. In accordance with WNS Policy 107, ATTENDANCE, Section
4.6.1, "Employees who self-declare fatigue which results in their inability to perform competent job
performance, shall not be allowed to continue performing their assigned job. Supervisors shall
relieve them of this duty and excuse them from work." Furthermore, unless the self-declaration
was not made in "Good Faith," no disciplinary action will be issued. It is also important to
remember that in accordance with WNS Policy 108, PROGRESSIVE DISCIPLINE, "sleeping or
inattention to duty" is a Level I offense, subject to termination of employment upon the first
offense. Thus, it is within everyone's interest to immediately self-declare fatigue and fitness for
duty issues.



As stated earlier, remaining alert and fit for duty is one of the most basic characteristics required
of professional nuclear Security Officers. To protect the station from radiological theft and
sabotage, as well as maintain the health and safety of the general public, we must first maintain
the trust of those we have sworn to defend. When we experience an inattentive Officer incident at
any WNS facility, the entire WNS division loses a degree of that trust. Although your station may
not have recently experienced an inattentive Officer incident, please realize that all WNS facilities
are impacted by a single such event.

I am asking that each of you do your part to prevent such events. Doing so will assist us in
maintaining the trust and confidence of our clients, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the
general public.
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